


COHIBA
Cohiba Siglo I
This salty little smoke opens up with some peppery flavours. It burns evenly delivering 
abundant smoke per the even draw

Cohiba Siglo II
A veiny but well-stretched wrapper. The cigar is powerful, dense and rich for its small size. 
It has notes of leather and musk. A tasty little smoke.

rOMEO & julietA
Romeo & Julieta No 1
Medium in strength and a characteristic Romeo y Julieta style. Robust and complex flavours 
such as floral, nutty, herbal or woody among others with none of them standing out in particular. 
The minimum recommended ageing for this cigar is at least three years. Strength 3/5.

Romeo & Julieta No 2
The Romeo y Julieta No.2 Tubos cigar is a classic of the brand. Larger than the No.3 yet smaller than 
the No.1, this cigar carries essentially the same taste as the other tubos. The tobacco is medium in 
flavour combined with a variety of flavours to create a very complex cigar. Floral in aroma with 
hints of nuttiness, garden herbs and smoked wood this is certainly a cigar to try.

Romeo & Julieta No 3
Woody  fl  avors,  injected  with  tangy  fruity/grassy  notes  give life to this cigar. 
An excellent starter cigar for those new to Cubans.

H. Upmann
Magnum 50 
it measures at 160mm by a 50 ring gauge. It's packed with specially selected tobacco leaves from the 
Vuelta Abajo region of Cuba. You can expect a light-medium flavour from this smoke - delivering 
woody notes with hints of citrus here and there.

Hoyo de Monterrey
Epicure No. 2
he Hoyo de Monterry Epicure No 2 is one of the world’s most popular cigars , and for good reason. 
The cigaris totally handmade using the very best tobacco leaves in Vuelta Abajo-Cuba’s 
premier cigar growing region

MONTECRISTO
Open Regata
With a dark layer, the Regatta is revealed in the first full puffs of nature as a pure way to produce 
full and intense sensations on the palate. It is somewhat more argumentative than the Master but
without losing the complexity of the particular selection of pages of his league.

Montecristo Master
Fresh and flavoursome, the Montecristo Master are for outdoor, relaxed smoking. Very different from the 
classic Montecristo's, the Open line have added another dimension to the family. 
The Master (inspired in the Master's Tennis series) will certainly be very popular with 
the bigger ring gauge smokers. 

PaRTAGAS
Partagas Serie D No. 4 
This is the last surprise coming from Partagas. A Robusto placed among the best in this format, 
following the patterns of what has been called "New School Habanos". If you like Partagas style, 
this is one of the best Robustos available beyond the shadow of a doubt.

QUINTERO
Favoritos
You can expect a medium-bodied smoke with woody, earthy notes. A thick ring gauge gives this 
a real nice feeling in the hand. This cigar will not blow you away but is more suited to a 
pleasant daytime smoke.
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